Nevada HIDTA RISSafe Watch Center
Invitation to Training

What is the watch center?
What does the center do and how will it help you?
Not familiar with deconfliction?
Not using a regional intelligence center?
Now is the time to participate with RISS?

Every law enforcement officer or agent in the state should participate in this training and should be using this deconfliction and intelligence service.

Nevada HIDTA has provided the contract with LA CLEAR for all State of Nevada law enforcement deconfliction and information sharing process. This contract ends in January 2013 when we will open the NV HIDTA RISSafe Watch Center in the Las Vegas NV HIDTA Office. (RISS - Regional Information Sharing Network - RISSafe is an officer safety element of RISS.)

- Deconfliction can help prevent "blue on blue" situations an essential component in to ensure officers remain safe.
- The available intelligence from RISSintel will increase your investigative effectiveness.
- Nevada HIDTA RISSafe Watch Center provides services directly to all Nevada law enforcement officers and agents. (Federal, State, Local)
- RISSafe is a comprehensive and nationwide deconfliction system that is accessible on a 24/7/365.
- This is accomplished through a state-of-the-art technology information sharing network of automated data processing within the law enforcement communities.
- The goal is to assist agencies in combating multi-jurisdictional criminal activities and conspiracies that pose a threat to public safety.
- The Nevada HIDTA RISSafe Watch Center through RIMN/RISS supports thousands of local, state, federal, and tribal criminal justice agencies in their efforts to successfully resolve criminal investigations and ensure officer safety.
- You will be trained on the system using RISSafe and RISSintel by the Rocky Mountain Information Network/RISS in partnership with Nevada HIDTA.
- The Watch Center will have a self-entry process for only those who have taken this training. Officers or agents can then enter events and targets in this system on their computer, tablet, or Smart Phone and receive immediate notification of conflicts.
- Any law enforcement personnel who are involved in any case or data entry (including non-sworn investigative specialists and/or analysts), anyone involved in field operations to include search warrant service, surveillances, arrest warrant services should be using this system.
- Even without this training any sworn officer may telephone the Nevada HIDTA RISSafe Watch Center and log an event for deconfliction.
- Deconfliction has saved lives!

This training is a 2 ½ hour class being instructed by:
Russ Shoemaker RMIN/RISS Nevada Law Enforcement Coordinator

On the Nevada HIDTA Training Calendar you will see several classes in your area. Please sign up and attend this important training. www.nvhidta.org

The training is free and so is using the Watch Center there is no reason not to attend!